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Flashpoint
Four pulse-pounding, edge of your seat, steamy military thrillers! Collection includes the first three books in the series—all named to Kirkus Reviews’ Best Books of the Year—plus as an added bonus, INFERNO, an explosive Flashpoint Series novella! “An enthralling, heart-pounding masterpiece!”
★★★★★ - New York Times bestselling author Annika Martin “Grant blows it out of the park with Inferno, an action adventure extravaganza masquerading as a novella.” ★★★★★ – New York Times bestselling author Toni Anderson “Romantic suspense done right and to the max. Don't miss it.” - All About
Romance Desert Isle Keeper Review “Grant expertly braids together action and romance in a propulsive, page-turning suspense thriller.” - Kirkus Reviews (starred review) The adventure heats up in TINDERBOX, when an archaeologist races across the desert to seek protection at a US military base
and is saved from an explosion by a solder who kindles a different kind of fire. Temperatures rise further in CATALYST, when an American aid worker is abducted and her only hope for rescue is the Green Beret she once wronged. In FIRESTORM, a CIA operator and Special Forces soldier set off to
stop a coup and find a conspiracy that could ignite all of Africa, while in INFERNO, government relations have reached the flashpoint, and a diplomat and Green Beret must work together to douse the flames. Collection includes: TINDERBOX (Flashpoint #1) CATALYST (Flashpoint #2) FIRESTORM
(Flashpoint #3) INFERNO (A Flashpoint Series novella) Topics: military thriller, political thriller, political romance, contemporary romance, romantic suspense, thriller, mystery, hot romance, women's romance, action and adventure, Special Forces, Green Beret, military romance, special ops
romance, archaeology, paleoanthropology, anthropology, alpha hero, strong heroine, CIA, espionage, special operator heroine, anthropology, USAID, US Army, SOCOM, Native American, multicultural and interracial, African American, Hispanic, Puerto Rico, international, Africa, Djibouti,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, Tanzania, South Sudan, Morocco, Rachel Grant, Flashpoint Series.
Supporting her grandmother and sister after the Collapse destroys the economy, Amy participates in a reality television show and finds her routine subjected to network manipulations, intrusive hidden cameras, and life-threatening technology.
Proven sales and marketing concepts told through a compilation of personal short stories.
This book provides a unique perspective on the anti-apartheid movement in the United States through its examination of a little-remembered rugby tour across the country by South Africa's national team. The tour became a flashpoint for the nation's burgeoning protests against apartheid and a
test of national values and American foreign policy.
Flashpoint Sonderband - Batman
Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint Featuring Green Lantern
Tinderbox
Seal Team Seven 11: Flashpoint

Wer ist der Dunkle Ritter von Flashpoint? Und welche Tragödien erleben Deadman und die Flying Graysons, als ihr Zirkus ein Europa bereist, das vom Krieg zwischen Atlantis und dem Königreich der Amazonen bedroht ist?
A New York Times Notable Book: Cincinnati homicide detective Sonora Blair hunts a serial killer who’s playing with fire in Shamus Award–winning author Lynn Hightower’s chilling thriller A single mother of two children and a police specialist with the Cincinnati Homicide Division, Sonora Blair is still awake in the middle of the night when the call comes in. Mark Daniels has been found in Mount
Airy Forest handcuffed to the steering wheel of his car, doused with accelerant, and set on fire. As the hideously burned college student lies dying in the ER, he describes his killer: blond, female, and a total stranger. But Mark may not have been the intended victim. Evidence points to a sexual fixation on his older brother, Keaton, a teacher currently separated from his wife. Then the murderer—who has been
dubbed “Flash” by the media—calls Sonora one night, taunting and mocking her. As the investigation heats up, the harassment continues. The female psychopath knows intimate details about Sonora’s family and her past. As the criminal’s monstrous plan becomes chillingly apparent, Sonora must risk everything to corner a cunning killer. Flashpoint is the 1st book in the Sonora Blair Mysteries, but you
may enjoy reading the series in any order.
Alles hat sich auf einen Blitzschlag verändert. Doch was bedeutet das wirklich für Kid Flash, Citizen Cold, Deathstroke und all jene, die wir als Helden oder Schurken kennen, und die nun etwas völlig anderes sind? 300 Seiten feinste Flashpoint-Action aus dem Herzen des folgenschweren Mega-Events! Original-Storys: Flashpoint: World of Flashpoint 1-3, Flashpoint: Kid Flash Lost 1-3, Flashpoint:
Citizen Cold 1-3, Flashpoint: Deathstroke & the Curse of the Ravager 1-3, Flashpoint: Reverse Flash 1, Flashpoint: The Canterbury Cricket 1 Autor: R. Ogle, S. Gates, S. Kolins, J. Palmiotti, M. Carlin, E. Francisco, P. Siqueira
Flashpoint Poland details Poland’s situation during the 70s. The title examines how wartime and postwar events have contributed to the formation of the Poland’s attitudes and to the situation during Edward Gierek’s time. The text chronicles the various events during the 70s contemporary Poland, along the various diplomatic, social, and economic concerns. The book will be of great interest to political
scientists, sociologists, economists, and historians.
Methods and Regulations
Flashpoint: the 10th Anniversary Omnibus
Flashpoint Sonderband - Aquaman vs. Wonder Woman
Snapshot, Hardware, Cold Case, and Flashpoint
The explosive novel based on the eagerly anticipated StarCraft II video game expansion, Heart of the Swarm! The sinister zerg leader no longer commands her legions of bloodthirsty aliens against the humans of the Koprulu sector, all thanks to the combined courage and tenacity of Jim Raynor, General Horace Warfield, and a mismatched team of Dominion soldiers and outlaw rebels. Although
the queen is no more, Sarah Kerrigan is very much alive. The woman who once controlled countless alien minds in a rampage across the stars has been spirited away by the man who dethroned her. Now Arcturus Mengsk’s Dominion armada is on her heels, roaring for blood. Jim Raynor will need to test his strength, his wit, and his loyalties against impossible odds to protect the woman he loves.
StarCraft II: Flashpoint bridges the events that take place in StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty and the upcoming StarCraft II: Heart of the Swarm. Featuring never-before-seen glimpses into Jim Raynor and Sarah Kerrigan’s past, this novel opens a window into a world of passion, action, and adventure.
Katherine Shaw. Rich girl? Check. Spoiled and obstinate? Check. A sexy fireball who pushes every button ex-SEAL Jason Garrett has? That was not listed on the dossier he receives when he's assigned as one of her bodyguards. The last thing he ever expected was that his tempting client would prove to be more sinful and dangerous than those he's protecting her from. It's been five years since a
family tragedy tilted her world off its axis, and Katherine Shaw still relives the nightmares of that night. She escaped. The danger should've been over. She couldn't have been more wrong. When her father, a prominent Justice, receives a chilling death threat, her past comes hurtling into her present, along with Jason, the unshakeable protector her body can't seem to ignore. Their attraction would
be forbidden even under the best circumstances. But as the threat draws near, the tension between the two of them rises, culminating in an explosive flash point that will blindside them both. Flash Point is a standalone romantic suspense novel.
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA.
KRIEG DER WELTEN Was war der Auslöser für den Konflikt zwischen den Atlantern und den Amazonen, der den Flashpoint massiv geprägt hat? Wonder Woman! Aquaman! Liebe! Tragödie! Verrat! Krieg! Zwei komplette Flashpoint-Miniserien in einem Band, von Dan Abnett, Andy Lanning, Tony Bedard und anderen!
Flashpoint Series Collection
Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint Featuring The Flash
Flashpoint
Convergence: Flashpoint Book One

Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers, and close friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the brink of a cataclysmic war--but
where are Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? World Of Flashpoint: When the Amazons and Atlanteans broke out into war, everything changed in a flash--especially the life of Traci 13! Booster Gold: Booster finds a world very different from the one he left behind. It's up to the time-lost
hero to figure it all out and fix what once went wrong! The Canterbury Cricket: Meet the members of the Resistance as they battle their way through enemy lines. But who is the Canterbury Cricket? As the rebels take a moment to rest, the Cricket shares his tale with his comrades in
arms. Project Superman: General Sam Lane wants to create the world's greatest soldier, but instead he just might end up with the world's most powerful monster. Learn the secrets behind Project Superman and the mysterious Subject Zero. Don't miss this Superman volume collecting
WORLD OF FLASHPOINT #1-3, BOOSTER GOLD #44-47, THE CANTERBURY CRICKET #1 and PROJECT SUPERMAN #1-3.
FlashpointDC
Poradnik do gry Operation Flashpoint: Dragon Rising zawiera szczegółowy opis przejścia wszystkich misji w kampanii oraz krótkich zadań pojedynczych. Operation Flashpoint: Dragon Rising – poradnik do gry zawiera poszukiwane przez graczy tematy i lokacje jak m.in. Dragon Rising
(Kampania) Blinding the Dragon (Kampania) Dragon Fury (Kampania) United We Stand (Kampania) Misje pojedyncze Eagle Offence (Kampania) Główne porady Decapitation (Kampania) Bleeding Edge (Kampania) Hip Shot (Kampania) Informacja o grze Oficjalna kontynuacja niezwykle
popularnej taktycznej gry akcji Operation Flashpoint: Cold War Crisis z roku 2001. Akcja toczy się na bogatej w ropę niewielkiej wyspie Skira umiejscowionej w Azji Wschodniej. Gra stawia na realizm pola walki i często wystarczy jedna kula aby pożegnać się ze światem. Istotną rolę
odgrywa też sterowanie członkami drużyny. Gra Operation Flashpoint: Dragon Rising, ciepło przyjęta zarówno przez krytyków, jak i graczy, to przedstawiciel gatunku strzelanin. Tytuł wydany został w Polsce w 2009 roku i dostępny jest na platformach: PC, PS3, X360. Wersja językowa
oficjalnie dystrybuowana na terenie kraju to: z polskimi napisami.
After she is restored to her human form by an ancient relic wielded by Jim Raynor, a still-formidable Sarah Kerrigan unites zerg broods throughout the Koprulu sector in what is revealed to be a menacing new agenda.
A Flashpoint in a Melting Pot
Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint Featuring Batman
Flashpoint Flashpoint\Flashback
THESE TWO SEXY FIREFIGHTERS WILL GO TO ANY LENGTHS TO PROTECT THEIR TOWN…AND THEIR WOMEN FLASHPOINT Zach Thomas risks his life battling flames every day. But since EMT Brooke O'Brian joined the crew, he can't resist playing with fire. Brooke is feisty, a little uptight…and crazy sexy. And soon they discover exactly how steamy one affair can get. But the
stakes of their secret relationship skyrocket when arson strikes this town! FLASHBACK Firefighter Aidan Donnelly has always battled blazes with trademark icy calm. That is, until an old flame—soap star Mackenzie Stafford—returns! With this reunion his cool is nowhere to be found…especially when it's clear Mackenzie is determined to prove the town's suspected arsonist
is innocent…
“The most refreshing, creative female character to hit mystery fiction since Sue Grafton’s Kinsey Millhone” is back—in four more fast-paced crime thrillers (People). Six-foot-tall, redheaded ex-cop and Boston-based private eye Carlotta Carlyle is “the genuine article: a straightforward, funny, thoroughly American mystery heroine” (New York Post). Snapshot: A series of
strange photos draws Carlotta into a chilling case of medical malpractice. “Snapshot is destined to secure Barnes’ position in the hotshot ranks of detective fiction.” —Arizona Republic Hardware: After a series of assaults on cabbies, Carlotta’s moonlighting job as a taxi driver turns into the most dangerous, high-octane case of her career. “Ms. Barnes makes a fist and puts
some muscle in this strong plot about an extortionist scheme to corner the market in the taxi medallions.” —The New York Times Book Review Cold Case: Hired to find a long-missing novelist, Carlotta gets tangled up in a cutthroat political campaign. “With a stylish pro like Barnes doing the plotting, this chilling case won’t leave you cold.” —People Flashpoint: Carlotta
tries not to get scorched when an arsonist targets her. “[Flashpoint] further cement[s] [Carlotta’s] place in the pantheon of contemporary P.I.s.” —Chicago Tribune
One of the few survivors of the First Kathil Uhlans' battle with the Clans, David McCarthy returns to Kathil to join the planetary militia, only to find a planet torn apart by factional strife, with all sides out to seize control of Kathil's orbital shipy
A Flashpoint in a Melting Pot
Combined Continuity
Flashpoint Monster Edition
Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint Featuring Wonder Woman

The Boston PI tries not to get scorched when an arsonist targets her. “I’m crazy about Carlotta! More! More! More!” (Sue Grafton). Six-foot-tall, redheaded ex-cop and Boston-based private eye Carlotta Carlyle is “the genuine article: a straightforward, funny, thoroughly
American mystery heroine” (New York Post). Carlotta Carlyle knows all about urban survival. That’s why she’s happy to do her neighbor, Valentine, a favor like this one. The elderly recluse needs help burglar-proofing her rent-controlled apartment. But it seems Valentine’s
fears are more immediate and threatening than she’s letting on. Because just twenty-four hours later, the old woman turns up dead in her ransacked home. Finding out who’d want to kill a nice old lady lands Carlotta on the heels of a hotshot music executive claiming to be
Valentine’s last living relative, a real-estate mogul with a knack for eviction, and Valentine’s terrified healthcare worker. But when Carlotta becomes the target of an arsonist, she knows she’s on to something hot: a city-wide conspiracy that Beantown’s top brass want
dead and buried—along with the woman who knew too much. Delivering a “twisty plot, colorful language, and even more colorful characters” (The Dallas Morning News), “Flashpoint further cements Carlotta’s place in the pantheon of contemporary P.I.s” (Chicago Tribune).
Advises the reader about what to do, and not do, in order to successfully spot a whale, such as wrapping up in a not-too-cozy blanket, ignoring the roses, and especially, being patient.
STARRING HEROES FROM THE PRE-FLASHPOINT DC UNIVERSE! Once, there were infinite Earths. Then there came a Crisis... a Zero Hour... a Flashpoint. Worlds lived. Worlds died. But some worlds must now fight for their future-in the Convergence! The evil alien intelligence known
as Brainiac has stolen 50 doomed cities from throughout time and space and sealed them behind impenetrable domes. Now, after a year, the domes will come down-and the heroes and villains of 50 dead worlds must battle to be the last one standing! In this volume: THE ATOM:
It's Atomic fusion as Ray Palmer joins forces with Ryan Choi against the man who killed him-Deathstroke the Terminator! SPEED FORCE: Wally West leads the Flash Family in a race to protect their city against the onslaught of Flashpoint's warmongering Wonder Woman! THE
TITANS: With their team in tatters, Starfire, Donna Troy and Arsenal are the last line of defense against the world-conquering Extremists! BATMAN AND ROBIN: It's up to a dysfunctional Bat-family-the Dark Knight Detective, his son Damian and his prodigal protg Jason Toddto stop an Extremist invasion of Gotham City! HARLEY QUINN: When the going gets tough, the tough get crazy-which is why Harley Quinn is teaming with Poison Ivy and Catwoman against Captain Carrot and his Amazing Zoo Crew! The legends of the pre-Flashpoint DC Universe make
a last stand against threats from worlds both brutal and bizarre in CONVERGENCE: FLASHPOINT BOOK TWO!
A Russian S-400 surface-to-air missile system takes down a passenger jetliner in the skies over Belarus, showering the fields below in burning scrap. As the world begins to mourn the horrific accident, one man--new CIA director, George Lawrence--knows it is anything but.
Three hundred innocents were sacrificed in order to snuff out the life of one man: Professor Alexey Sokolov, a senior adviser to the Russian government.As well as a CIA asset recruited by a ghost known as the Hangman...Trapp doesn't know any of this. He's hundreds of
miles away in rural Tuscany with Eliza Ikeda, and on a mission of his own: recovery. Both are hurting, but this is their chance at a real life. Together. But it doesn't take long for trouble to arrive at their door. He should have known that his past wouldn't let go that
easily.The question is: why did Sokolov run? How did the Russians discover who he truly was--and what secret could possibly justify the murder of three hundred innocent men, women and children to cover up?Trapp doesn't want to know.But he sure as hell intends to find
out...
How a Little-Known Sporting Event Fueled America's Anti-Apartheid Movement
Pergamon Policy Studies on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
Flashpoint Poland
Flashpoint Trieste
Barry Allen is a hero. His work for the Central City Police Department saves lives, and he has solved numerous criminal cases. As the Flash, he protects the innocent and battles evil. He is the Fastest Man Alive Or he was... Barry Allen wakes up to a world that is not his own. A place where
his mother was never killed...and the Flash never existed. The history of Barry's life is not as he remembers it, and the people he cares about most are now strangers, vanished, or worse. This altered universe is on the brink of a cataclysmic war. No human has ever wielded the Green Lantern's
light, and no one has ever heard of Superman. Batman has as much blood on his hands as his enemies do, and America's last hope is Cyborg. Powerless and alone, Barry Allen desperately tries to hold on to his memories of the reality that once was. If there is any hope of setting things right,
he must convince this world's strange, dangerous heroes to help him fix what was broken. Collects Booster Gold #44-47, Flash #9-12, Flashpoint #1-5, Flashpoint: Reverse-Flash #1, Flashpoint: Abin Sur the Green Lantern #1-3, Flashpoint: Emperor Aquaman #1-3, Flashpoint: Batman Knight of
Vengeance #1-3, Flashpoint: Citizen Cold #1-3, Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint #1-3, Flashpoint: Deadman and the Flying Graysons #1-3, Flashpoint: Deathstroke & the Curse of the Ravager #1-3, Flashpoint: Lois Lane and the Resistance #1-3, Flashpoint: The Outsider #1-3, Flashpoint: Secret
Seven #1-3, Flashpoint: The Canterbury Cricket #1, Flashpoint: Wonder Woman and the Furies #1-3, Flashpoint: Kid Flash Lost #1-3, Flashpoint: Project Superman #1-3, Flashpoint: Frankenstein & the Creatures of the Unknown #1-3, Flashpoint: Green Arrow Industries #1, Flashpoint: Grodd of War
#1, Flashpoint: Hal Jordan #1-3, Flashpoint: The Legion of Doom #1-3, and Absolute Flashpoint #1.
Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers, and close friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the brink of a cataclysmic war--but
where are Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? Emperor Aquaman: Months ago, the war between the Amazons and the Atlanteans escalated and spilled over into the rest of the world after Emperor Aquaman submerged Rome underwater. Now, learn the truth behind one of the biggest events in the world
of FLASHPOINT. The Outsider: Who is the Outsider and how did he become one of the most powerful people in the world? Lois Lane and the Resistance: When war broke out in the world of FLASHPOINT, one of the resistance's best agents was left behind enemy lines. Now, it's up to reporter Lois Lane
to pick up the pieces and lead European forces against the Amazons! Wonder Woman and the Furies: How did the battle between Amazon and Atlantean begin? It all started with the marriage of Arthur and Diana! Don't miss this Wonder Woman volume collecting EMPEROR AQUAMAN #1-3, OUTSIDER #1-3,
LOIS LANE AND THE RESISTANCE #1-3 and WONDER WOMAN AND THE FURIES #1-3.
STARRING HEROES FROM THE PRE-FLASHPOINT DC UNIVERSE! Once, there were infinite Earths. Then there came a Crisis... a Zero Hour... a Flashpoint. Worlds lived. Worlds died. But some worlds must now fight for their future-in the Convergence! The evil alien intelligence known as Brainiac has
stolen 50 doomed cities from throughout time and space and sealed them behind impenetrable domes. Now, after a year, the domes will come down-and the heroes and villains of 50 dead worlds must battle to be the last one standing! In this volume: SUPERMAN: The Man of Steel must battle the
Batman and Kal-El of the Flashpoint universe to protect the most important thing of all: his baby with Lois Lane! THE QUESTION: Renee Montoya joins forces with an ex and an enemy-Batwoman and Two-Face-against Flashpoint's Harvey Dent! JUSTICE LEAGUE: The women of the Justice League face off
against the brutal determination of Flashpoint's Aquaman! BATGIRL: Three legendary Students of the Bat-Stephanie Brown, Cassandra Cain and Tim Drake-must put aside their differences to defeat Flashpoint's Catwoman and Gorilla Grodd! NIGHTWING/ORACLE: Two of comics' greatest couples collide as
a reunited Dick Grayson and Barbara Grayson fight for their lives against Flashpoint's Hawkman and Hawkwoman! The dark denizens of the Flashpoint universe take their battle to the heroes whose world their own wiped out in CONVERGENCE: FLASHPOINT BOOK ONE!
This is the inside story of how Trieste found itself poised on a knife edge at the end of World War II. Situated near the boundaries of Italy, Austria, and Yugoslavia, this pivotal port city was caught in May 1945 between advancing Allied, Russian, and Yugoslav armies on the strategically
vital front lines of the nascent Cold War. Germany lay defeated, and now there were new enemies - Russia and Communism. Told through the stories of twelve men and women from seven different countries, Flashpoint Trieste chronicles, on a human scale, the beginning of the Cold War. A British
colonel from the Special Operations Executive, a Maori officer from a New Zealand infantry battalion and a young Yugoslav partisan captain race for the city on May 1, 1945, with the Allies determined to beat Tito's forces and the Russians to the vital port. An American infantry general,
decorated in combat in Italy, then holds the line as Trieste is divided between the American and British armies, and the Yugoslav Communist partisans of Marshal Josip Broz Tito. An American intelligence officer tracks wanted Nazis. An Italian woman Communist walks back to her native city from
Auschwitz. An Austrian SS chief goes on the run to escape justice for the atrocities he committed in the city. Having survived the war, everyone is now desperate to make it through the liberation. American investigators hunt for priceless artifacts looted by the Germans. British intelligence
will stop at nothing to hold the line against encroaching Communism, and Italian partisans hunt down fascist collaborators. Life is fast and violent, as former warring parties make common cause against the Russians. As the postwar world order unfolds, the borders of the new Europe are being
hammered out.
The First Battle of the Cold War
Convergence: Flashpoint Book Two
Manual on Flash Point Standards and Their Use
Starcraft II: Flashpoint

In her career as an arsonist, she'd torched a new home construction site, the service garage of a trucking company and an apartment building. In Atlanta, she burned a racing stable and a hotel. From city to city, she torched buildings and took the lives of firefighters; keeping the promise she made to herself at her Uncle Henry's fire department funeral... Flashpoint
follows a female arsonist while telling of the life and death situations firefighters face each day and the family support system that stands behind them. With all the "Usual Suspects" this mystery will draw you in like smoke draws firefighters into a burning building. Three women will cross the paths of the crew from Fire Hall No. 5 but only one will plan their death.
Flashpoint is Biblical Cyberpunk set in the year 2036 and is the story of an alternative future where patriotism meets tyranny, the Patriot Act waxes Stalin-esque and the violence of terrorism has united the world. 2036 is the time of a central one-world government: the One-State. Fundamentalist terrorists are the One-State's only threat. This group includes Biblebelieving Christians. When peacekeepers make a home-church bust in Ward-Six of the Chicago Metroplex, only Dave and Jen Williams evade capture. The siblings turn to the Body of Christ Underground for help, adopt street-names (Calamity Kid and e-girl) and slip between the cracks of the Chicago Metroplex. Calamity Kid and e-girl undergo technological reformation that provides them with skills, knowledge and other abilities that allow them meet the gravest challenges facing Fundamentalist Christians and ultimately help them save their family, friends and neighbors before they're brainwashed, enslaved or worse by the One-State Neros.
Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers and close friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the brink of a cataclysmic war--but where are Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? It's a place where America's last hope
is Cyborg, who intends to gather the forces of the Outsider, the Secret 7, Shazam, Citizen Cold and other new and familiar—yet altered--faces! It's a world that could be running out of time, if the Flash can't find the villain who altered the timeline! Collects FLASHPOINT #1-5.
Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers, and close friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the brink of a cataclysmic war--but where are Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? Batman Knight of Vengeance: Wayne
Casinos towers over Gotham City, but even the bright lights can't keep the dark shadows from enveloping the city. When the Joker kidnaps the children of the city's district attorney, the Batman takes the case. But the man under the mask may not be the Dark Knight we know! Deadman and the Flying Graysons: Come to see the greatest show in the world of
FLASHPOINT--featuring the body-bending Ragdoll, the amazing Flying Graysons and the star performer, the death-defying Deadman! However, when the Amazons come looking for the mysterious helmet of Fate, will the show go on or get cut short? Deathstroke and Curse of the Ravager: Most of Europe lies underwater thanks to the ongoing battle between Amazon
and Atlantean, but one man braves the rough waters in search of his missing treasure. Deathstroke the Terminator enters the world of FLASHPOINT. Secret Seven: One among them will betray them all! Who are the secret seven? This Batman volume collects FLASHPOINT: BATMAN KNIGHT OF VENGEANCE #1-3, DEADMAN AND THE FLYING GRAYSONS #1-3,
DEATHSTROKE AND THE CURSE OF THE RAVAGER #1-3 and SECRET SEVEN #1-3.
If You Want to See a Whale
Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint Featuring Superman
Flash Point
Operation Flashpoint: Dragon Rising
From unrelenting action to intense emotion, from high-stakes drama to break-neck pacing, bestselling author Suzanne Brockmann is a novelist who does it all. Now Brockmann delivers an exciting thriller about men and women operating where agents of the U.S. government cannot, where America’s most
ruthless enemies thrive—and where every step you take just might be your last. . . . Jimmy Nash has already lived two lives—and he can’ t talk about either of them. Formerly an operative of a top secret government agency, he has found a new job with a shadowy company called Troubleshooters Inc. Created by a
former Navy SEAL, Troubleshooters Inc. helps anyone in desperate need—which provides a perfect cover for its other, more perilous objective: covert special operations. Now Nash and a quickly assembled team of expert operators have come to the earthquake-ravaged country of Kazbekistan in the guise of relief
workers. There, amid the dust and death, in a land of blood red sunsets and ancient blood feuds, they must track down a missing laptop computer that may hold secrets vital to national security. To get it done, Nash does what he does best: break every rule in the book and manipulate those who can help him get
what he needs. But this time, Nash may have met his match in Tess Bailey, an Troubleshooters operative with all the right instincts—and zero field experience. The deep attraction between them is immediate . . . and potentially explosive, with risk at every turn. Now these two professionals must play out their
dangerous games in the world’s most dangerous place—cut off from their own government, cutting deals with people they can’t trust, and guarding forbidden passions that threaten to compromise their crucial mission. A full throttle adventure teamed with heated emotion, Flashpoint proves that Suzanne
Brockmann can spin suspense unlike any other author working today.
A heart-pounding new series from the #1 best-selling post-apocalyptic authorIf your life dissolved in a flash, would you be strong enough to survive?Half of the earth's population has been wiped out. Impossible to predict or stop, the Gamma Ray Burst tore through the Earth like a bullet, its radiation wave killing
hundreds of millions and the aftereffects ensuring the deaths of billions more. Now, as the world crumbles around them, a ragtag group of survivors make for the only home they know - the small town of Mercy. Spared the worst of the GRB's effects, the town is isolated, safe and self-sufficient - for now. The flash
hasn't just decimated the Earth's population, though. It's brought out the worst in many of those who are still alive. Survival in this new world doesn't just depend on preparedness - it depends on strength. *****It's the one disaster no one can plan for. A rogue cosmic event called a Gamma Ray Burst, sending a
spike of radiation through the earth like a .50 caliber bullet through a ripe watermelon. It's speculated that such an event hit the Earth at some point in the past, causing a mass extinction event. With two potential sources for a GRB pointed directly at our heads, the chances of another one happening in our
lifetime is remote... but still possible. In Flashpoint, we explore such an event and the havoc it would wreak across the entire planet. From destroying our atmosphere to millions dying from incredibly painful radiation exposure, a GRB would be unpredictable and unavoidable for everyone, rich and poor, prepared
and unprepared alike. Flashpoint is a six-book miniseries-like event, written by Tara Ellis and #1 best-selling post-apocalyptic author Mike Kraus. This thrilling post-apocalyptic survival series will have you second-guessing the very nature of post-apocalyptic disaster scenarios and leave you breathless with every
turn of the page.
Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers, and close friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the brink of a cataclysmic war--but where are Earth's Greatest
Heroes to stop it? In this volume: All Hal Jordan ever wanted to do was fly. When the world goes to war with Atlanteans and Amazons alike, he gets more than he bargained for. Abin Sur is the Green Lantern of Space Sector 2814! The Blackest Night has descended across the galaxy! The Green Lantern Corps
struggles to battle the resurrected dead as chaos ensues. Frankenstein and the Creatures of the Unknown are in the midst of World War II fighting for the Allied Forces. Green Arrow Industries develops some of the most highly advanced weaponry in the world of FLASHPOINT, but where exactly does Oliver
Queen get his tech fromÉand at what cost to the rest of the world? This Green Lantern volume collects HAL JORDAN #1-3, ABIN SUR #1-3, FRANKENSTEIN AND THE CREATURES OF THE UNKNOWN #1-3 and GREEN ARROW INDUSTRIES #1.
Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers, and close friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the brink of a cataclysmic war--but where are Earth's Greatest
Heroes to stop it? Grodd: While the Amazons and the Atlanteans vie for the remains of Europe and America struggles to survive the global onslaught, the vicious Gorilla Grodd stakes his own claim in the world of FLASHPOINT. Kid Flash: When the world changed and FLASHPOINT began, one hero vanished. Now
the question remains: Where--or rather when--is Bart Allen? The young speedster races to unravel the tangled web of time and he's joined by an unlikely ally: the otherworld hero Hot Pursuit! Legion of Doom: Welcome to the Legion of Doom, the world of FLASHPOINT's most secure prison for super-powered
villains. One inmate is looking to break his way out and seek revenge on the hero who put him there. The temperature rises as the classic Flash villain Heatwave takes center stage! Reverse Flash: Everything you knew changed in a flash--all thanks to one super-powered speedster. Learn some of the secrets of the
birth of the world of FLASHPOINT as the Reverse Flash makes his move! Citizen Cold: Meet the hero of Central City--Citizen Cold! A one-man superhero squad, Cold has captured and eliminated many of the super-villains terrorizing the city, but what dark secret does he hold that he fears getting out? Don't miss
this Flash volume collecting GRODD OF WAR #1, KID FLASH LOST #1-3, LEGION OF DOOM #1-3, REVERSE FLASH #1 and CITIZEN COLD #1-3.
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